
22C:078 Midterm, Spring 2004

(1) Let the “common divisors” function, cds(A) output all the positive integers that divide
evenly into all elements of the set A; some examples of this are cds({12,6}) = 1,2,3,6, and
cds({8,16,44,72,100}) = 1,2,4. The simplest way to compute cds(A) is to try in succession
the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , min(A) and output those that divide into all elements of A.

(a) [10 points] Explain the design of a specialist-parallel program that computes cds(A).
Your program design can use a large number of threads, so long as each thread plays a
specialist role. Do not write code! Your answer can say what kind of tuples would be
used and what the specialists do with the tuples, but a detailed program is not needed
to answer this question.

Perhaps the simplest solution is to have one thread for each of the integers
1,2,3, . . . , min(A). So in the main program, it first calculates min(A), then
generates the threads in a loop, giving each thread a parameter to specify
its specialty; then the main program outputs a tuple ("A",i,val) where
i ranges over the number of items of A – this is enough so that any thread
can test all the items of A (actually, it would be more convenient to spec-
ify the number of elements of A to each thread on startup). Now, the role
of each specialist is simple: just Rd all the values of A and test whether
the integer k for that thread divides evenly into all the elements; if it does,
Out(("result",True,k)); otherwise it could output a similar “false”
tuple.

(b) [5 points] Explain how your answer for part (a) can be transformed into another par-
allel program that uses only three threads.

The easiest answer is just to give each thread about one third of the integers
1,2,3, . . . , min(A). Each thread does the work of many specialists, testing its
group of integers against all the items of A.

(c) [5 points] Describe generally how a parallel program using three threads could be
arranged so that each thread tests a different subset of A.

First, we divide A into three subsets of about equal size. Then, each thread
gets one of these subsets, call them A1, A2, and A3. Each thread k computes
cds(Ak) and outputs the result in some tuples. The only remaining work is
to combine the outputs of threads 1, 2, and 3. This is just the “intersection”
of their results and the main program could do this. A fancier approach
would be to have each thread “intersect” its results with the results of other
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threads. Another idea could be to have the results of thread 1 (the list of
integers dividing into A1) become the integers that thread 2 uses to test A2,
and similarly thread 3 uses the output of thread 2.

(2) [15 points] Consider the ARP table shown below for the host with IP address 128.205.12.22
(this ARP table resides in the memory of the host with IP address 128.205.12.22).

128.205.64.8 08:00:46:41:3B:76
128.205.64.52 08:00:B7:05:88:20
128.205.64.3 21:11:03:7D:80:1E
128.205.12.19 08:17:B3:0F:00:20
128.205.12.22 66:09:02:01:00:13
128.205.12.1 0A:00:23:21:9A:05
128.205.12.192 08:01:00:9C:75:23

Suppose this host has received an Ethernet frame, which contains in its data payload an IP
packet. The following fields are present in the frame and the packet it contains:

(a) Destination MAC address 66:09:02:01:00:13

(b) Source MAC address 08:01:00:9C:75:23

(c) Destination IP address 216.239.41.104

(d) Source IP address 128.205.80.37

Give a reasonable account of why the host received such a frame, what might occur next,
and how this situation makes sense. Do not conjecture that the situation was caused by
faulty hardware, hackers, or other weird causes.

It’s apparent from the MAC addresses of the Ethernet frame that 128.205.12.22
got a frame sent from 128.205.12.192. Why? The IP addresses aren’t for ei-
ther of these two hosts. Clearly, the destination is some external address, so
128.205.12.22 must be serving as a gateway. That implies that 128.205.12.22 should
forward this packet to another gateway, either by using some other NIC (whose
addresses aren’t shown in the ARP table) or by forwarding to some other host on
subnet 128.205.12.0 or subnet 128.205.64.0. We can also infer that 128.205.12.192
was acting as a gateway when it sent the packet to 128.205.12.22. Most probably,
then, the next gateway would be some host on subnet 128.205.64.0.

(3) [10 points] Explain why the following TCP server program is incorrect. Note: assume
that the handleClient(S) subroutine has no errors: it correctly handles communication
with a client.
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# omitted for brevity: handleClient() subroutine and import statements
S = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
S.setsockopt(socket.SOL_SOCKET, socket.SO_REUSEADDR, 1)
S.bind((’’,8888))
while True:

S.listen(2)
S, address = S.accept()
print "client connected from", address
handleClient(S)
S.close()

The thing that stands out here is that we don’t see two sockets: all the TCP server
programs we looked at have a pattern socket and then a client socket. The pro-
gram is overwriting the pattern socket. This is enough for a correct answer; what
actually happens is the the first connecting client is handled correctly, but then
the S.listen(2) raises an exception, because S no longer refers to a pattern
socket.

(4) [5 points] Using your knowledge about TCP, with its guarantee of an ordered stream of
bytes, predict what would occur with the following pair of communicating programs. The
program on the left is the server; assume that it has properly set up socket S and that the
client has connected to the server. The client program, shown on the right, has connected
to the server using a socket T. Suppose the both programs are executing their respective
“while True” loops shown below. What will happen?

# suppose S is a connected socket
i = 0
while True:

S.send(str(i))

# socket T is connected to socket S
j = 0
while True:

T.send(str(j))

Although it is quite obvious to us, looking at the program, the operating systems
and the network cannot detect that neither side is receiving (there is no recv()
call). This means that the operating system has to save up data sent to the other
side (in both directions). Eventually, there is no more room to buffer data, and
both programs block at the send() calls.

(5) [10 points] What kind of extra resources might be required if the assignment of IP
numbers in LANs were chosen without regard to subnets? (The IP numbers could be chosen
randomly, so long as they are guaranteed to be unique throughout the Internet.)

The beauty of subnets is that they permit wildcard matching, so that forwarding
tables can be kept to a manageable size. If IP numbers where somewhat random
or chaotic (no subnet discipline), then these forwarding tables would become
large and the forwarding algorithm would require more resources (memory and
processing).
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(6) [10 points] What is the difference between a link that is duplex and a link that is not
duplex?

Duplex generally means that concurrent transmission in both directions is pos-
sible; simplex means that transmission in only one direction is possible.

(7) [10 points] What makes it technically possible for different applications running on the
same host to receive just the IP packets meant for them, and not for another application?

Port numbers!

(8) [10 points] Explain why it is possible for one host to have multiple IP addresses.

Technically, every host has its IP number associated with its NIC and also the
127.0.0.1 loopback address, but a better answer is to remember that gateways
have at least two IP addresses.

(9) [10 points] Some companies estimate the number of Internet users by sampling the
number of IP addresses observed passing through central switches. Explain why the advent
of NAT and firewalls makes this kind of sampling less accurate than would otherwise be
measured.

Firewalls with Network Address Translation enable many Internet users to share
the IP address of one host (the NAT device), and the “local” IP addresses inside
the firewall are invisible to the rest of the world.
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